HOW TO Guide ….
Install your Leisure Battery
Tools required:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Voltmeter
Electrician’s Crimping Tool
Set of Spanners
Drill / Driver
Snips
Wire Strippers
Heat Shrink or Mollifying Tape

The leisure battery is probably the most commonly added facility to a campervan layout. Regardless of how you
plan to use the van and what facilities you have on board it’s almost certain that you will need a secondary
battery system to ensure that your main vehicle battery isn’t drained, stranding you in the middle of no-where.
Batteries come in all shapes and sizes, styles and types. You can spend a huge amount of money on a state of the
art Li-ion Battery with built in Bluetooth power consumption monitoring……. or you can use a second hand tractor
battery your mate was chucking out. All will work to varying degrees of efficiency.

As a rule of thumb go for a good brand and buy what you can afford. Leisure batteries in the 100-120a/h range
will be adequate for most campervan set ups.
There is plenty of information on battery types available on-line, so I won’t spend too much time on choices
available

A few bullet points below may help you decide on the right battery for you.
▪

▪

▪

Choose a well-known Brand for peace of mind. Cheap batteries under £50 are tempting but even if they
work well to start with, it’s unlikely they will last more than a year before they start to lose performance,
so cheap batteries are often false economy.
Match your battery to your requirements, don’t spend a small fortune on a battery unless you’re in real
need of the additional efficiencies they provide. If you’re running a small conversion unit for days out and
weekends away, you’ll never see the benefits that the more expensive batteries offer.
Avoid unsealed flooded lead acid batteries (those with threaded inserts for toping up acid level. These
aren’t safe to have in the van. They can easily leak in the event of an accident and as they are unsealed
over charging can produce an explosive mix that can easily escape into the van.

Here at Clearcut Conversions we tend to fit sealed flooded deep cycle batteries or AGM batteries into our
conversions.
There are several low level batteries that are the perfect size to fit underneath the Driver or Passenger seat base
on some vans (On the VW T5/6 you will need a battery of a height no greater then 175mm to do this).

Charging circuit modules
In modern campervans the device that activates and deactivates the charging circuit is usually one of two designs.
VSR (Voltage Sensing Relay) these are most common method of achieving a split charge to your leisure battery.
They are very easy to install and automatically operate when an increase in voltage is detected upon the vehicle
being started.
B2B (Battery to Battery Charger) These units are a more recent design and are the only option to use on vehicles
that have Smart Alternators (Regenerative Braking). This includes the VW T6 and all other Euro 6 engines.

Wiring diagrams
Below are wiring diagrams for both VSR and B2B, as you can see, although they are different products, they are
wired in exactly the same way.

Cable sizes and fuses
In Campervans it can often be impractical (and expensive) fitting very thick cable required for a large capacity VSR.
With this in mind we have found that a 60 amp VSR unit with a 6-8mm cable cross section accompanied with a
45—50 amp fuse is the best compromise between charging speed, cable thickness and leisure battery health for
an average low power consumption campervan layout.
The main charging cable will need to be routed from the engine compartment to the seat base. This route can
pose a problem if you want to fit a heavier gauge VSR unit (rated 100-160 amps) as you will also need to increase
the cable diameter size.
It is possible to fit larger capacity VSR’s of 140amp and above and they will allow a larger, faster charge to enter
the leisure battery, at least in the early stage of the charge cycle, but this is only the case if the cable size used is
increased accordingly. For a 140 amp VSR the cable diameter would need to be around 16mm cross section
(Depending on the length of the cable run).
We have had customers in the past confused by the rating on VSR Units, so I think it’s worth pointing out that the
labelling on the VSR (for example 140 amp) only refers to the maximum current it can tolerate, not the rate at
which your battery will be charged – as this is governed by the Alternator not the VSR Unit itself. Remember, the
VSR is in effect a switch, it doesn’t produce a charge itself - only allows it to pass through its switch mechanism to
the leisure battery.
N.B. It is very important that the fuse in the charge circuit is matched to be below the cable’s current carrying
capacity. It can be dangerous to use a 140 amp VSR with a 120amp fuse on inadequately sized cable diameter, this
is because a high charge could heat the cable up to the point that it catches fire.

Fitting a leisure battery under the driver’s seat
(vw t5/6)
Some thought and preparation will need to be given to the cable and wiring requirements you’ll be installing in
your van. If you don’t plan to fit a power management system then you will have more cables coming directly to
your leisure battery, you’ll need to plan for these cables to safely and neatly enter the area your leisure battery is
being fitted. If this is under the Driver seat, then extra care is needed as space is quite tight. If possible, conduit or
encase the cables to avoid damage in areas that they are prone or exposed.

Instructions
Start by taking out your Driver seat. ① The lower base stays in place. The bolts are located in the upper seat
sliding mechanism, one in each corner.

There are existing cables within the seat base, these need to be carefully laid flat and under the padded flooring
within the seat base. ①
Route the cables from your various facilities into the seat box and keep them out of the way within the front end
of the seat base. Remember that it isn’t just the main charging cable you will need to route you’ll also need out
going cables from the battery to any facilities you plan to install such as your lights, pump, 12v sockets etc.
Under the bonnet, behind the existing vehicle battery, in the back-right corner is a large rubber grommet that has
a thick group of cables passing through it. This is the route that your charging cable will take to enter the footwell
area on the passenger side of the van. ② From here the cable can be carefully laid under the padded flooring of
the passenger foot well.

Connect a heavy duty fuse holder to the charging cable and fit conduit to the cable to protect any exposed cable
in the engine compartment. ③ Don’t fit the fuse into the holder at this point.

The cable needs to run through the grommet previously mentioned, into the passenger footwell. To get to the
cable you will need to remove the lower footwell panelling ④ and ease back the padded matt flooring. ⑤

Take care to lay the cable under the floor matting in a position and manner that won’t cause damage to the cable.
The cable is best routed to the left-hand side of the passenger seat base, then behind the passenger seat base
continuing under the padded flooring and into the Driver seat base.
Fit an Earth Strap within the seat base. ⑥ A good earthing point is really important, using the front bolt stems of
the seat base is a good option but the earth strap must have a solid connection with un-painted, exposed metal.
You may need to sand back an area around the stem to allow for a good connection.
The Battery when placed into the seat base will need to be secured in place. To do this we use metal Brackets to
secure a piece of ply to the floor of the seat base. The batteries we use have a narrow shoulder at their base, this
can be piloted and screwed to the ply to stop the battery from moving.

A ply platform is also built in front of the leisure battery, to further keep the battery in place and to also provide a
secure platform to mount the VSR or B2B Charger, along with the fuse box. ⑦ Space is allowed at the side for the
associated wiring to be brought through onto the top of the platform. We use light weight ply furniture board but
any ply or MDF would be sufficient.

Try to be as methodical as possible when firing the VSR and fuse box. To keep the number of cables down, a single
in-put 4 way fuse box is often the best option, even if you don’t initially use all of the outputs. ⑧. The single input
cable from the (+) of the leisure battery to the 4 way fuse box will need to be a thicker cable that is used for the
individual outputs, as it will need to carry the load of all 4 fuses. (44-65 stand (3-6mm cross section) cable will be
adequate). Make sure you always use insulated terminals on any (+) connections.

The fuse for the charging cable should be fitted directly off the (+) terminal, this needs to be a larger Maxi fuse
holder and the fuse should be rated below the load capacity of the cable. (45-50 amps when used with 6-8mm
cross section cable) ⑧

Once the installation is complete then the fuses should be added to charge cable fuse holders located at both the
vehicle and leisure battery (+) ends.
When you start the vehicle, it may take a few seconds for the VSR to activate, most VSR units have a small led
light on top, when this is on it indicates that the charge is flowing to the leisure battery. You may also hear a short
click as the contacts within the VSR connect.
With a volt meter check that there is no voltage drop on the leisure battery during charging. (To do this, place the
voltmeter prongs on the (+) and (-) battery terminals). While the vehicle is running, check the main vehicle battery
voltage first, and then the leisure battery voltage. The voltage should read the same at both vehicle battery and
leisure battery (around 14.5v), this indicates a healthy charge is flowing to the leisure battery.
When installing the Sterling B2B unit then the same instructions and wiring apply. However, as mentioned earlier
in this text make sure that the fuse and cable used are matched to the chargers’ output.
These is usually enough space under the seat (VW T6) to fit the sterling B2B charger. It should be fitted in a
position that allows clear movement of air due the incorporated fan.
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